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500 places to see before they die

Oct 26, 2008 - a) Choose one of the destinations in the article and find it on Google Earth (weblink: ... The webquest can be done during class time if you. 
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Warmer



Where in the world can you find ... a) ... Battersea power station? b) ... the Nazca lines? c) ... the Everglades? d) ... Little Italy? Skim-read the article to check your answers.
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Key words



Match these key words with the definitions. interference 



devastation 



deforestation 



squeezed 



Regency 



derelict



landmark 



threatened 



degenerating 



gloom 



folly 



vulnerable



1. When something is __________________ it is in a weak position and in danger. (para 1) 2. Damage and destruction affecting a large area or a lot of people: __________________. (para 2) 3. Becoming involved in a situation although you have no right to do so: __________________. (para 2) 4. Something that is __________________ is in danger of being harmed or destroyed. (para 3) 5. Something that is becoming worse is __________________. (para 4) 6. The process of removing trees from a piece of land: __________________. (para 5) 7. Something that is being __________________ is being pressed or pushed from all sides. (para 5) 8. When applied to a building this means old, run-down, not looked after, empty, and in a bad condition: __________________. (para 6)







9. A __________________ is a building that has no practical use and is built as decoration. (para 6) 10. A famous building or object that you recognize easily: __________________. (para 6) 11. A period in history – the time from 1811 to 1820 before George IV became King of England: __________________. (para 7)
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12. Bad depressing news, the feeling of having no hope: __________________. (para 8)
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dumping by sanitation companies and ships. The Nazca lines in Peru, one of the world’s most interesting and mysterious ancient sites, face destruction as roads are built and global warming and deforestation cause floods and mudslides. Also under threat is New York’s Little Italy. Though a small part of the area, made famous by films such as The Godfather and Mean Streets, has been preserved, it is being gradually squeezed by the rapidly growing Chinatown and SoHo districts.’



2 Holly Hughes, one of the authors and a former executive editor of Fodor’s Travel Publications, said: ‘The devastation brought on by climate change and direct man-made interference is familiar to all of us. But this book is a carefully chosen list of last-chance destinations that travellers can enjoy – if they go soon – for possibly the last time.’ 3 According to Hughes and co-author Larry West, an award-winning investigative journalist, more than 20 of Britain’s best-loved landmarks deserve a place in their book. The Tower of London and Greenwich Maritime Museum, for example, are at risk from rising sea levels which will cause the River Thames to flood. 4 With 500 threatened destinations to choose from, she suggests that tourists go to the Everglades in southern Florida. Filled with rare species, this ecosystem is degenerating with alarming rapidity. Already half has been lost to agricultural and urban development. Low water levels and pollution have put what remains at risk. ‘The number of birds has fallen by 93 per cent and many of the fish and even the alligators who remain have high mercury levels,’ said Hughes. 5 The Dead Sea may only be a tourist destination for three more decades. By then, says Hughes, ‘it could be completely dry, because the rivers that run into it are being diverted’. Marine life around the Falkland Islands is in great danger from
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Tourists should also visit some of Britain’s ancient architectural treasures which, she says, risk becoming derelict because of a lack of money. Strawberry Hill, Sir Horace Walpole’s folly in west London is trying to raise £8m. One of the oldest churches in England, St Mary’s, in Stow in Lindsey, Lincolnshire, needs £3m for renovations. Another London landmark, Battersea power station, becomes more run-down every day as government, property developers and local community boards argue over its future.
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Hughes also suggests a trip to Kentish Town, north London, to visit Little Green Street, one of the last complete Georgian streets in London. This perfect piece of Regency London was used as the setting for numerous music and photo shoots. Further north, the Holderness coast, in East Yorkshire, loses nearly 6ft (1.8 metres) a year due to rising sea levels caused by climate change and man-made interference, she said.
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West points out that the guidebook’s message is not all gloom. ‘Some of the destinations are already on the road to being saved’, he said. ‘And even in the cases where a site has been lost, or irreversibly damaged, it often has become a place where activists meet and plan to fight on so that the same mistakes aren’t made again. The planet is poorer every time we allow something beautiful to die.’ © Guardian News & Media 2008 First published in The Observer, 26/10/08



O



1 The The first guidebook of ‘last chance’ holidays will be published tomorrow for travellers who want to visit the most endangered tourist destinations across the world. Frommer’s 500 Places To See Before They Disappear provides a list of sites where it is still possible to see rare and vulnerable animals, special landscapes and unique cultural sights.
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Amelia Hill, social affairs correspondent October 26, 2008
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3 Comprehension check Are these statements true (T) of false (F) according to the article? 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



The co-authors of the book are a journalist and an editor. The book lists the 500 most endangered birds and animals. Part of the film The Godfather was filmed in New York. 93% of alligators in the Everglades have high mercury levels in their blood. Little Green Street is a district of New York. The Nazca lines are on the Falkland Islands. The Greenwich Maritime Museum is near the River Thames in London. There is no hope for any of the places mentioned in the book. The Dead Sea could be dry within 20 years. If you are quick you will still be able to visit the places mentioned in the book.



4 Pronunciation oooOo 



renovations 



vulnerable 



destruction 



interference 



architectural



sanitation



a) devastation has this pronunciation pattern ooOo - which other 3 words above have the same pattern? _______ _____________ ____________________ ____________________ b) Which word has the same pronunciation pattern as irreversibly ooOoo ____________________ c) Which word has the stress on the first syllable Oooo ? ____________________ d) Which 3-syllable word has the stress on the middle syllable oOo ? ____________________ e) These two nouns from paragraph 1 are pronounced in exactly the same way but their meanings are different. Write (or look up) a definition for each. a site ____________________ a sight ____________________



5 Discussion a) How many tourist destinations can you find in the article? Underline them. Have you been to any of the places that are mentioned? If not, would you like to go to any of the places? b) Explain the last sentence of the article in your own words: ‘The planet is poorer every time we allow something beautiful to die.’ Do you agree with this statement?



6 Webquest
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a) Choose one of the destinations in the article and find it on Google Earth (weblink: http://earth.google.com/). b) Does the destination have an official website? c) What can you see or do there? d) How could you travel there? e) Where can you stay while you’re there? f) How much would a trip to visit this destination cost? g) What is the weather like there at the moment?
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5 Discussion



a) London, UK b) Peru c) Florida, USA d) New York, USA



a) Tourist destinations: • • • • • • • • • • • •



2 Key words 1. vulnerable 2. devastation 3. interference 4. threatened 5. degenerating 6. deforestation 7. squeezed 8. derelict 9. folly 10. landmark 11. Regency 12. gloom



Teachers’ notes Here you can see photos of some of the places and wildlife (in Britain) mentioned in the book: http://www.guardian.co.uk/travel/gallery/2008/oct/26/endangered-britain-ireland?picture=338973178 You could show the pictures as a warmer or anytime during the lesson.



3 Comprehension check 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. F 6. F 7. T 8. F 9. F 10. T



This links directly to the book: http://www.frommers.com/bookstore/047018986X.html The new book title is an homage to / is inspired by the bestseller 1000 Places To See Before You Die: http://www.1000beforeyoudie.com/ The webquest can be done during class time if you have the technology available. If not, it can be set as homework and the students can present their findings in the next lesson.



4 Pronunciation oooOo interference 
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a) sanitation b) architectural c) vulnerable d) destruction



The Tower of London The Greenwich Maritime Museum The Everglades in Florida The Dead Sea The Falkland Isalnds The Nazca Lines in Peru Little Italy in New York Strawberry Hill in London St Mary’s Church in Stow in Lindsey Battersea power station, London Little Green Street, London The Holderness coast, East Yorkshire
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â€œ1000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIEâ€� Bestseller NÂº1 del NY 

Este mes hemos querido dedicar un monogrÃ¡fico en la D.O. Manzanilla a Bodega la Callejuela. Una Bodega a cargo de los hermanos. JosÃ© y Francisco Blanco ...
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They came no sooner nigh the folds, but they might see wh 

and my bed is but the cell of my bane, in that there I find busy thoughts and ... (although everywhere passionate) yet I brook love with more patience, in that every ...
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HARDWARE IN HARD TO REACH PLACES 

ing tape will come to the rescue in this situation. Put a piece of tape across your wrench (it will work with box or open-end wrenches) as shown in. Figure 5.
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1001 pinturas que hay que ver antes de morir 1001 paintings you must see before you die dbid 2cey 
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If I were to say to you, â€œsee a red birdâ€� â€“ could you see 

Si je devais te dire, Â«voir un oiseau rougeÂ» - pourrait tu en voir un pour moi? Voir une ... Dis moi ce que cela ferai d'Ãªtre assis sur un nuage. Et tu n'as ... DÃ©crit moi comment c'est en rentrant dans cette endroit ? Es-ce qu'il y a ... Depuis 
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10 things to see - Dimitri Xenakis 

Jul 26, 2008 - pincushions and heathers. Davidson also creates a sense of Africa with the use of a beehive-style dome roof, typical in traditional Zulu homes.
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Filter ahoy! - To see my face 

Neil Bolton, Canberra, Australia (audiophile, private company owner):. When Dejan asked me to review a line filter I agreed, but told him not to expect.
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Crossovers de-mystified - To see my face 

will typically range from 12 to 48dB/Octave. The aim in ... crossover system providing an integrated solution. A digital unit such as the BSS FDS-388. Omnidrive is ...
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15.186 places 

1.550 nouvelles places, dont 950 Ã  Bruxelles (800 dans le fondamental) , dans des modules ... Sous-total BXL. 950. Nombre de places par commune bruxelloise: ... disponible (55 millions â‚¬), la liste des projets pourra encore s'agrandir ...
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What to do . . . before saying 'I do' 

I noticed he was wearing a wedding ring. Married daters ... If you want to be in a wedding gown by June, this is .... Shanna and Adam Hales dance during their ...
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Places : 1 - 4 Places : 5 - 8 Places : 9 - 12 

BASHNEFT UFA RUSSIA. B2 MELKOM TVER. 5-3. GMI GEORGIEV AlexanderRussia 2443 GMI HEUSDENS Ron. Netherland2317. 1-1. GMI MILSHIN Vladimir.
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precautions to be observed before and during servicing to avoid ... 

Control Panel and Electronic Control Test. The built-in microwave oven is provided with a self-diagnostic routine that can be accessed through the control panel.
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they shook hands 

World Cup 2018 came to an end with France defeating Croatia 4-2 in an epic final in Moscow. The thrilling match was no less than a dramatic event.
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Before Midnight 

31 mai 2013 - French muse to Jesse's fiction career. As a treat, their ..... “Buried Child” (Steppenwolf); “Hurlyburly” by David Rabe, for which he earned a.
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See diagram 

Thread the release cables through the housings and then secure the release handle to the Velcro on the main lift web. Assemble the main risers to the rig.
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see Turing 

conventions. The early British computer con- ferences - portal.acm.org, 1989. ... ning short cribs on the us navy bombe. Cryp- tologia - Taylor & Francis, 2003.
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Heat pumps work similar to air-conditioners. They lure outside 

Mar 11, 2018 - But, in a cool environment a heat pump may possibly not be in a position to move enough hot air to provide sufficient heat. Heat pumps may ...
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Airfoils - How They Work 

Stits Playboy Mod. N75P. Joan Trefethen J. Trefethen (1957). 8. Stits Flut-R-Bua SA-6B N6065C Charles Bray. Matt Peck (1956). 9. Stits Playboy SA-3B.
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PRESTIGE 500 

(N'utilisez pas de scellant/enduit à tuyaux). ..... gratté à l'aide d'un couteau à mastic ou d'un grattoir en jetant les débris dans le récipient à graisse jetable. Le.
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500 HP 

Composants longue durÃ©e : - plaques clapets haut rendement,. - 4 segments par piston,. - cylindres et culasses en fonte,. - refroidissement intermÃ©diaire entres Ã©tages largement dimensionnÃ©,. - rendement Ã©levÃ©,. - voyant niveau d'huile. Filtres
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MODELE 500 

MODÈLE 500 EXIGE 220ML DANS LE BOOSTER. VÉRIFIER LE NIVEAU DE MEK QUOTIDIENNEMENT OU TOUS LES TEMPS D'UTILISATION -‐ AJOUTER ...
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ProSignia 500 

Processor/System Boards ... SW1 Switch Settings (System Board 004320-001) ... â€œSMARTâ€� controllers use adapter 189638-001. â€œSMART-2/E & 2/Pâ€� controllers ...
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What to do and see in Melbourne (French language version) 

Monument à la mémoire du pasteur Sir Douglas et de Lady Gladys Nicholls ..... La protection solaire est une affaire sérieuse en Australie car le rayonnement.
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Airfoils - How They Work - Size 

Harold Terrill. Builder & Year. Art Chester (1937). Lou Stolp (1957) .... Ronald Press, 1931. 9. Technical Aerodynamics, by K. D. Woo. â€”McGraw-Hill, 1935. 10.
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